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Address Krautzberger GmbH 
Stockbornstr. 13 
65343 Eltville am Rhein

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Krautzberger is a German manufacturer of equipment for surface coating technology. Since more than 100 years R&D (Research and Development) is
one of the strong in-house capabilities of Krautzberger as well as a wide range of vertical integrations. Krautzberger offers system solutions containing
spray gun, coating systems, material feed containers, lifting devices, pumps, material pressure regulators, ventilation technology accessories, painting
robots, services and maintenances.

The surface specialist from Germany simulates and evaluates all kind of customer application in his own technical-laboratory. The results of these
customized trails are the basis for the Krautzberger designers. The initial target for their designers is to develop and design surfaces technology in
sustainable ecological and economical favour of the customer, to create an optimized customized solution.
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